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ABSTRACT
The static capacity provisioning in traditional WiFi networks (WLANs) cannot cope with the high spatiotemporal traffic variations in high-density venues such as conference centers, stadiums etc. To guarantee reliable performance, venue owners are forced to over-provision their WLANs based on worst-case traffic demand estimations, increasing capital and operational expenses. We propose AmorFi, a radically new way of deploying WLANs to handle peak traffic demands with average-case provisioning. Our key idea is to decouple baseband processing from RF transmission (inspired by the cloud-RAN concept in cellular networks) and introduce software programmability to flexibly allocate WiFi capacity in real time based on varying traffic demands. We implement AmorFi using off-the-shelf WiFi APs over a RF-over-fiber cloud-RAN testbed. Our experiments and simulations demonstrate that the software-defined capacity allocation enabled with AmorFi delivers more than 2x throughput than traditional WLANs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Despite the large WiFi deployment footprint and technological advances such as beamforming and MIMO, WiFi experience is still far from ideal in high-density venues such as conference/event centers, stadiums, airports etc., where thousands of users demand reliable wireless service at once. The root cause of this problem is the disconnect between fixed WiFi provisioning (where the capacity is allocated a priori) and the high spatiotemporal traffic variation characteristically found in such venues.

State-of-the-art: Current WLANs in high-density venues are planned based on estimated per-user bandwidth requirements. Once an aggregate throughput requirement is determined for a particular area, the next step is to decide on the number of APs to provide the required capacity and assign channels to address inter-AP interference [15, 39]. The traffic demand is then distributed across the APs that serve the given area, using load balancing techniques.

When a traffic surge exceeds the planned capacity allocation, WiFi performance quickly deteriorates since it is virtually impossible to provide additional capacity in a reasonable time. To ensure reliable network-wide performance, venue owners are often forced to over-provision their WLANs based on worst-case traffic estimations, leading to increased equipment and maintenance costs [38]. In short, there is no efficient way for WLANs to adapt to changing traffic patterns other than manually deploying more APs (which is impractical) or worst-case provisioning (which is expensive).

In addition to the lack of adaptive capacity provisioning, today’s WLANs also face the challenge of efficiently delivering broadcast traffic at a large scale. With the growing consumer interest in video applications (e.g., watching HD replays in stadiums), venues often feel the pressure to support wireless broadcast but do not have the mechanisms to do so efficiently [24, 27]. Traditional WLANs are known to exhibit many problems associated with broadcast traffic especially when it coexists with unicast applications such as e-mail and social media [10]. In this paper, we thus seek to answer the following question: Can we satisfy worst-case traffic demands with average-case provisioning by allowing WLANs to change their capacity distribution in real time and support a heterogeneous mix of unicast (e.g., file download) and broadcast (e.g., live TV) applications? To answer in the affirmative, we draw inspiration from a popular concept in cellular industry - cloud radio access networks or C-RANs.
**A Potential Solution:** The core idea in a C-RAN is to decouple radio frequency transmissions from baseband processing. This allows for multiple light-weight remote radio heads (RRHs) to be deployed for RF transmission, while the baseband processing is handled in a central processing cluster (i.e., a data center). The RRHs and the processing cluster is connected via a low-delay optical fiber network called the C-RAN front-haul (see Figure 1). The front-haul is the critical component that defines how the baseband processing units (BPUs) are mapped to RRHs, thus defining the capacity distribution across the network.

A given RRH supports simultaneous mappings from multiple BPUs. In a C-RAN-based WLAN, this would mean that multiple APs (acting as BPUs) can be mapped to the same RRH albeit on orthogonal channels. Note that since the C-RAN decouples an AP’s capacity from its actual physical location, any AP can be mapped to any set of RRHs (not possible in a traditional WLAN). Thus, the C-RAN architecture allows dynamic re-purposing of capacity through appropriate re-configuration of the front-haul, thereby obviating the need for worst-case provisioning.

**A Unique Benefit for WiFi:** Unlike a cellular network, wherein each base station and user can communicate on multiple channels concurrently (i.e., carrier aggregation), this is not possible in WLANs. Even if latest WiFi clients support channel bonding up to 160 MHz in the 5 GHz band with 802.11ac APs, the legacy ones (11a/b/g/n clients) support 40 MHz bandwidth at most. Thus, legacy clients limit the effective bandwidth of the AP and create a performance bottleneck, warranting the deployment of as many APs as needed to use all the orthogonal channels in the band (i.e., worst-case provisioning). C-RAN makes it possible to add radio resources (on different channels) to a RRH on the fly, allowing to borrow capacity from under-utilized areas of the network and use it to address the traffic surge where needed (i.e., avoiding over-provisioning and mitigating wastage).

**Challenges:** While adopting the C-RAN model in WLANs is a welcome step, the key challenge is orchestrating the C-RAN front-haul in real time to track and adapt to the spatiotemporal traffic fluctuations, so as to maximize the supported traffic demand. Further, with the increasing importance of wide-area broadcast applications (e.g., live sport replays [30]), the orchestration should consider unicast as well as broadcast traffic demands. While LTE has built-in support for wide-area broadcast [25], WiFi handles broadcast only at the cell level where each AP independently broadcasts the same content to its clients and contends for medium access (as it would for unicast traffic) [45]. If orchestrated properly, the front-haul has the potential to bring efficient wide-area broadcast support to WLANs. However, it is difficult to optimally satisfy both unicast and broadcast demands since each benefits from different front-haul configurations (detailed later in § 2).

**AmorFi:** We propose AmorFi (“Amorphous WiFi”) – a first-of-its-kind C-RAN-based WLAN that adapts itself to cater to changing traffic demands (both unicast and broadcast). AmorFi realizes this through software-defined access (SDA), wherein it reprograms the C-RAN front-haul, to create different cell configurations in real time. In designing AmorFi, we leverage the full potential of the C-RAN architecture for WiFi and make the following key contributions.

1. **Designing algorithms to determine the optimal front-haul configurations.** Interference across WiFi APs (cells) is managed through CSMA and channel assignment. The latter is a hard problem in itself and requires taking into account interference conflicts between APs. The amorphous notion of cells in AmorFi makes this problem even more challenging. Further, we address an inherent tradeoff between wide-area coverage (useful for broadcast traffic efficiency) and spatial reuse (useful for unicast throughput) in determining the optimal configuration. AmorFi employs efficient algorithms to address this tradeoff and not only maximizes the traffic that can be supported, but also does so in an energy-efficient manner, employing a few BPUs.

2. **Deploying AmorFi in practice.** This is challenging due to the lack of SDA support in today’s WLANs. SDA requires AmorFi to re-map the signals on the fly from any AP (BPU) to any remote antenna (RRH), with negligible latency. We realize this in the analog domain using RF-over-fiber technology and use an optical switch to apply the desired front-haul configurations in real time. Using a testbed of four APs and four RRHs, we comprehensively evaluate AmorFi for both unicast and broadcast (video) applications. Our results indicate that AmorFi delivers twice the throughput supported by baseline schemes and supports a higher quality broadcast video. We also complement our testbed evaluations with large-scale simulations to demonstrate AmorFi’s performance in larger deployments. A case study with IEEE Globecom 2003 attendance data reveals that AmorFi increases the median user throughput by more than 100%.

2. **C-RAN BASED WLAN: AN OVERVIEW**

2.1 **Background**

The C-RAN architecture (see Fig. 1) consists of the following components: **Processing Cluster:** centrally located baseband processing units (BPUs) responsible for signal processing and providing capacity. **Front-haul:** an optical fiber network that supports wavelength multiplexing to deliver the
signals between the BPUs and remote antennas (RRHs), using either (a) CPRI (Common Public Radio Interface) - an interface standard for transmitting digitized IQ samples, or (b) RF-over-fiber, where analog RF is carried over the fiber. Remote Radio Heads (RRHs): light-weight antennas that convert optical signals to RF on the downlink (and RF to optical for uplink), providing wireless access to users. The front-haul is perhaps the most critical component that defines how the capacity of the BPUs is distributed across the RRHs. Next, we describe how a software programmable front-haul would help a C-RAN-based WLAN handle various scenarios that are challenging for traditional WLANs.

2.2 Architectural Advantages

We demonstrate the benefits of C-RAN with experiments conducted on our testbed (setup details deferred to § 4)

2.2.1 Repurposing Capacity

With user mobility, the traffic demand shifts across the network, potentially creating overloaded APs as well as leaving some APs under utilized. Past solutions that recommend centralized WLAN [8, 9], and other resource management techniques [47, 48, 5, 7, 34] are mostly intended at efficient load balancing and mitigating resource wastage during under-utilization. In the case of high traffic surge at a single location, even the most optimized algorithm of a traditional WLAN can only handle traffic demands equal to the capacity of the AP deployed at that location. Traffic demands higher than the capacity of the AP is dealt with either admission control (rejecting some users), or by simply providing subpar performance to all (or few) clients. In contrast, the C-RAN based architecture offers the flexibility to repurpose the capacity of lightly loaded APs in overloaded areas, by converging the capacity of multiple under-utilized APs to a single location that requires additional capacity. To illustrate this with an example, we conduct an experiment (Fig. 2), where a group of 8 users move between two locations (location 1 and location 2) in our testbed. We keep the users close to the AP to avoid poor channel quality. The maximum achievable per-user throughput in either location 1 or location 2 is measured to be around 60 Mbps (channel capacity). In the case of traditional WLANs, when all 8 users congregate at a single location (first in location 1 and then all move to location 2), they are all forced to share a single AP (one channel) - first, the AP at location 1 and then the AP at location 2. This results in a reduced per-user throughput of around 7.4 Mbps. In contrast, a C-RAN based WLAN gives users the flexibility to map both the APs to the same RRH (on two different channels), enabling both the APs to serve at both the locations (initially at location 1 and then at location 2), as shown in Fig. 2. This allows the users to be re-distributed over two APs resulting in an increased per-user throughput of ≈15 Mbps, proving that software-defined front-haul is essential to gracefully handle the traffic surge.

2.2.2 Adaptable Coverage

In traditional WLANs, an AP is deployed in one physical location and its coverage area gets defined by its transmit power. Some users may be positioned far from an AP and thus have low data rates (e.g., in sparse traffic areas with low AP density). With packet-fair scheduling in WiFi, such low rate users adversely impact other users served by the AP. On the other hand, C-RAN-based WLANs allow mapping the signal of a given AP to more than one RRH simultaneously creating a one (BPU)-to-many (RRH) mapping in the front-haul. Since RRHs are light-weight (in cost and size), they can be deployed densely. With the help of one-to-many front-haul mapping, each user can then be served through its closest RRH with high data rates.

To understand the impact of coverage, we experiment with three APs and six clients. There are six candidate locations (L1-L6) to deploy the three APs (see Fig. 3). Once we choose a location for an AP, we let clients associate to their nearest AP and run multiple iperf sessions from each AP to its clients. We fix the locations that yield the best throughput for traditional WLAN (L2, L4 and L6). For C-RAN-based WLAN, we deploy RRHs at all six locations but use the same three APs to drive them (see Fig 3 for AP-
network-level broadcast. On the other hand, one-to-many mapping in the C-
would do for unicast) even though they deliver the same con-
cast, APs contend for medium access (similar to what they
broadcast data to its clients (Fig.4). This leads to better transmission efficiency for broad-
cast, freeing up the remaining APs to serve other applica-
tions. We note here that LTE already has built-in support
for network-level broadcast, where base stations use a syn-
chronization protocol to jointly transmit the broadcast con-
tent. Thus, the notion of one-to-many front-haul mappings is
not as critical in cellular C-RANs as it is for C-RAN-based
WLANs, where the latter benefits from synchronization in
the optical domain overcoming the lack of an existing proto-
col.

2.3 Economic Viability

Plethora of studies [17, 20, 18, 19] argue that the C-RAN
technology thrives in the form of micro C-RANs for high-
density venues, and is economically viable considering the
long term operational cost benefits (up to 53%). With in-
creasing number of enterprises gearing towards deploying
micro C-RANs for cellular connectivity, there is a strong
need for WiFi that can co-exist with and complement the cel-
lar network. To this end, we believe AmorFi to be a perfect
fit that can help create a C-RAN eco-system for all wireless
connectivity. Since AmorFi can essentially be deployed on
existing C-RAN infrastructure, the initial deployment cost
can be minimal as well. Compared to traditional WLANs
where low deployment costs are often offset by high oper-
tional costs [49, 36], a C-RAN based WLAN can indeed
be economically beneficial for large enterprises, in the long
run.

2.4 Determining Optimal Configurations

The true advantage of the C-RAN architecture in WLANs
is SDA—orchestrating the front-haul (in software) to tai-
lor capacity allocations based on prevailing traffic demands
in real time. The spatiotemporal traffic variations requires
constant tracking of the load and choosing the appropriate
configuration. With dynamic front-haul configurations, the
interference dependencies between APs change, making net-
work planning a much harder task than it is for statically-deployed WLANs. Thus, even when the WLAN supports
unicast traffic alone, it is challenging to come up with the
optimal front-haul mapping that supports as much of the
demand as possible.

When a WLAN supports a mix of unicast and broadcast
applications, the problem becomes even harder since each
application type has conflicting requirements on the type of
front-haul mapping that needs to be adopted. With one-to-
one mapping, each AP gets mapped to one RRH, creating
smaller cells. This emphasizes spatial reuse, which increases
the network capacity to support unicast applications. In con-
trast, one-to-many mapping creates larger cells (decreasing
spatial reuse), which is important to efficiently deliver the
same broadcast content over a wide-area. The problem is
exacerbated by the clients not being able to seamlessly ac-
cess multiple WiFi channels (unlike LTE), thereby requiring
both unicast and broadcast applications to be delivered on
the same channel (AP).

To summarize, the key challenge in C-RAN-based WLANs
is to discover the optimal front-haul configuration that caters
to both unicast and broadcast applications and adapt the
configuration based on spatiotemporal changes in traffic demand.
In doing so, one also has to manage interference conflicts
across cells, which becomes harder since the cells them-
seves keep changing as determined by the front-haul.

Lack of Existing Solutions: To the best of our knowl-
edge, no study in the traditional WLAN space addresses our
problem of dynamic capacity provisioning to support unicast
and broadcast traffic. There are some cellular C-RAN stud-
ies that advocate software-programmable front-haul such as
[46], but they are not directly applicable to WiFi because of
the following reasons. First, while WiFi channel bonding
may aggregate capacity to some extent, it is limited due to
the presence of legacy clients and CSMA requiring orthogo-
nal channels between neighboring APs. Thus, it is essential
3. AMORFI: DESIGN

In our network model, \( \mathcal{A} \) and \( \mathbb{R} \) denote the set of APs (BPU)s and RRHs, respectively. While RRHs act as transmit/receive points, APs provide the wireless capacity. We envision AmorFi to track traffic fluctuations and adapt its front-haul configurations (AP-RRH mappings) at the granularity of epochs where measurements from previous epochs serve as input to drive the optimization for the current epoch. (The actual value of the epoch can be in minutes and tuned further based on the changing traffic patterns or past knowledge.) Hence, each RRH \( r \in \mathbb{R} \) poses (requires) a traffic demand \( T_r \) for the current epoch (based on a weighted average from previous epochs), which is an estimate of aggregate throughput requirements for all users accessing the network via RRH \( r \). The function \( f: \mathcal{A} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) maps each AP to zero or more RRHs; the former denotes an idle AP (not serving users), while the latter defines a cluster \( c \) of RRHs (where \( R(i) \in \mathbb{R} \)), sharing the capacity \( P \) of the corresponding AP. \( P \) is estimated based on the aggregate throughputs delivered by the each of the RRHs in \( R(i) \) from the previous epoch. When a cluster \( i \) is formed for an AP, it is assigned a channel \( k \in \mathbb{K} \), where \( \mathbb{K} \) is the set of channels in the WiFi spectrum. \( X_{ik} = 1 \) captures this assignment (see Table 1.).

**Remarks:** Although we do not explicitly consider external interference in our formulation, it must be noted that, interference estimation can be done using techniques described in [44, 14, 13], and the result can be easily factored in while determining the channel capacity of an AP \( P \).

### Table 1: Notations used in our problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{A} )</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>The set of APs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathbb{R} )</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>The set of RRHs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathbb{K} )</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>The set of channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_r )</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Traffic demand of RRH ( r )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P )</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Channel capacity of an AP (cluster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>The set of clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_{ik} )</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Binary variable denoting the assignment of channel ( k ) to cluster ( i \in N )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Int(i_1, i_2) )</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Binary variable denoting that clusters ( i_1 ) and ( i_2 ) interfere with each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S(r) )</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>The set clusters which include RRH ( r )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R(i) )</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>The set of RRHs contained in cluster ( i )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ONC \) : Maximize \( \sum_{r \in \mathbb{R}} X_{ik} P \) such that:

\[
1) \lambda_r = \min \{1, \sum_{i \in S(r)} \sum_{k=1}^{\vert \mathbb{K} \vert} X_{ik} P \} \geq \lambda, \forall r \in \mathbb{R}
\]

\[
2) \sum_{i=1}^{\vert \mathbb{R} \vert} \sum_{k=1}^{\vert \mathbb{K} \vert} X_{ik} \leq \vert \mathcal{A} \vert
\]

\[
3) \sum_{i \in S(r)} \sum_{k=1}^{\vert \mathbb{K} \vert} X_{ik} \geq 1, \forall r \in \mathbb{R}
\]

\[
4) X_{1k} + X_{i2k} \leq 1, \forall (i_1, i_2) \in S(r), \forall r \in \mathbb{R}, \forall k \in \mathbb{K}, i_1 \neq i_2
\]

\[
5) X_{i1k} + X_{i2k} \leq 1, \forall (i_1, i_2) \in \mathbb{N} s.t \text{Int}(i_1, i_2) = 1, \forall k \in \mathbb{K}
\]

For an easier exposition, we describe the problem formulation and our solution for addressing unicast traffic first. Then, we extend them to accommodate broadcast traffic as well in Section 3.3. For a given number of APs (radios) and WiFi channels, AmorFi aims to maximize the amount of traffic demand (unicast) that can be satisfied at each of the RRHs in the current epoch. Towards capturing this objective, we formulate the following optimization problem, (ONC: optimal network configuration), where our goal is to find the network configuration (over the universe \( \mathbb{C} \) of all configurations) that maximizes \( \lambda \in [0, 1] \). We define \( \lambda \) to be the minimum fraction of traffic demand satisfied across all the RRHs in the network. A network configuration includes the AP-RRH mapping (determining the capacity allocation) and the channel assignment to each of the clusters (APs).

The first constraint indicates that the fraction of traffic demand satisfied at each RRH \( r \) (denoted as \( \lambda_r \); called traffic satisfaction metric taking into account all APs serving it), is greater than \( \lambda \). This makes \( \lambda \) the minimum such value (that is maximized) across the network. To calculate \( \lambda_r \), we first determine the channel capacity share that RRH \( r \) has (out of the cluster capacity \( P \)), when it is included in a cluster together with other RRHs. Here, we assume that \( P \) is shared in proportion to the unicast traffic demand of each RRH in the cluster. The second constraint ensures that the number of clusters generated does not exceed the number of APs (\( \vert \mathcal{A} \vert \)). The third constraint ensures that all the RRHs (with users to serve) are covered in a cluster, and every RRH has an AP assigned. The fourth constraint requires that all the clusters sharing a common RRH, will be assigned different channels. The last constraint ensures that clusters that are in the interference range of each other, are not assigned the same channel.

**Remark:** It is important to map an AP to a contiguous set of RRHs, i.e., the clustered RRHs form a connected set, where connectivity captures RRHs that are within range of each other. The lack of such contiguity creates two drawbacks: (i) Mapping an AP to RRHs that are spread across the network, will reduce the spatial reuse for that channel.
(ii) As seen in Fig. 5, with non-contiguous clusters, a mobile user experiences frequent handoffs (not desirable for delay-sensitive applications). A contiguous cluster creates a virtual large cell that reduces such disruptions. We thus require that the clusters \( R(i) \) be contiguous.

3.2 Algorithms in AmorFi

3.2.1 Overview of Solution

ONC requires us to solve the problems of contiguous clustering and channel assignment \( \text{jointly} \). Since each individual problem is NP-hard in itself, solving them jointly is much harder. Hence, we aim to design efficient, yet simple algorithms to solve ONC with the following intuition.

Intuition: Two parameters impact how much traffic can be supported: number of radios (APs) and channels. The number of APs control the maximum capacity that can be offered, and limit the number of RRH clusters that can be formed, while the clustering process itself determines how the available capacity is efficiently used (and not wasted) to satisfy the demand. When the clusters are assigned to the clusters, they impact the supported traffic demand by a cluster, based on the sharing of its channel (and hence capacity) with other clusters in its neighborhood. While both clustering and channel assignment impact the net traffic served, their relative contribution to \( \lambda \) is biased, where clustering plays a bigger role. The impact of channel assignment varies with the number of channels. For example, it has little impact in 5 GHz, where many channels (nine) are available, making it easier for a conflict-free assignment, compared to 2.4 GHz (three channels), where it has appreciable impact.

Optimization: Given this biased effect, we see that the additional gains from solving the two problems jointly are not appreciable to justify the high complexity. Hence, AmorFi decouples the clustering process from channel assignment for a two-step approach as follows. It solves the clustering problem first, without accounting for channel assignment (conflicts) between clusters (APs), to maximize \( \lambda \). Given the clustering solution, it then assigns channels to clusters to resolve as many of the inter-cluster conflicts and retain as much of the \( \lambda \) (traffic satisfaction) from the clustering process \( \hat{\lambda} \), where \( \hat{\lambda} \leq \lambda \). While this decoupled approach is less complex, it faces the challenge that the clustering solution that maximizes \( \lambda \) in the first step, may not contribute to a final solution (after channel assignment) with the best traffic satisfaction \( \hat{\lambda} \). In other words, a clustering solution with a smaller \( \lambda \) (after clustering) could potentially incur a less loss during channel assignment to yield a higher \( \hat{\lambda} \).

To address this challenge, AmorFi adopts an iterative optimization approach. At the start of each epoch, the controller receives the aggregate traffic demand of each RRH (based on estimates from previous epochs). It then runs the iterative optimization, where it solves a dual of the problem in each iteration to determine the best network-wide configuration.

**Step 1 - Initialize:** Initialize \( \lambda \) with an upper bound \( (\lambda_0) \) on the traffic demand that can be satisfied at each RRH. This represents a configuration with maximum spatial reuse by mapping each AP to a separate RRH.

**Step 2 - Cluster:** In each iteration \( i \), translate the \( \lambda \)-maximization problem into its dual; given a \( \lambda_i \), determine the smallest number of APs (clusters) required to satisfy \( \lambda_i \) of the net traffic demand in each of the clusters. Here, impose a logical connectivity structure on the network of RRHs using breadth-first-search (BFS). The structure determines the smallest number of contiguous clusters of RRHs \( (m_i) \) that serve at least \( \lambda_i \) of the traffic demand in each cluster.

**Step 3 - Assign Channels:** Given the clusters and the available channels, try to find a conflict-free channel assignment. When the same channel has to be assigned to interfering clusters, update traffic satisfaction \( (\hat{\lambda}_i) \) to reflect the reduction in capacity (due to time sharing).

**Step 4 - Iterate:** Decrement \( \lambda \) by a small constant \( \delta \) (say 0.01) for the next iteration \( (\lambda_{i+1} = \lambda_i - \delta) \) and repeat steps 2 and 3. Terminate when \( \lambda = \delta \).

**Step 5 - Output Configuration:** Determine the network-wide configuration corresponding to the highest \( \hat{\lambda} \), namely \( \max_i \{\hat{\lambda}_i\} \) such that number of APs employed \( m_i \leq |A| \).

The time complexity of our solution is \( O(I(|R|^2 + |A|^2)) \), where \( I \) is the number of iterations, \( O(|R|^2) \) and \( O(|A|^2) \) are the complexities of the clustering and channel assignment components in each iteration, respectively. We now explain these steps in detail.

3.2.2 Initialize \( \lambda \) (Step 1)

At the start of an epoch \( t \), the controller obtains traffic statistics from the previous epoch \( t - 1 \). Specifically, each AP \( a \) reports (i) average capacity \( P_a \); the average of all the MCSs (Modulation and Coding Scheme) used for transmissions (from RRHs in its cluster) to all its clients; (ii) aggregate traffic demand \( T^a(t - 1) \); aggregate of the traffic served to all its users per unit time of the epoch \( t - 1 \); and (iii) number of RRHs \( n_{a(t - 1)} \) serving it. For epoch \( t \), the controller combines AP reports to estimate: (i) \( P \) as the average of the capacity seen by all the active APs in the last epoch \( t - 1 \); and (ii) aggregate traffic demand per RRH \( r, T_r(t) \) as the ex-

![Figure 5: Non-contiguous vs. contiguous clustering.](image)
channel (upper-bound). Thus, $\lambda$ capacity ($\sum_{i=1}^{n} R_i(t_i)$, assuming that every AP gets a non-overlapping channel (upper-bound). Thus, $\lambda_0 = (P \cdot |A_i|) / (\sum_{r=1}^{R} T_r)$.

3.2.3 Clustering (Step 2)

Since the traffic requirement at an RRH $r$ (i.e. $\lambda_r \cdot T_r$, for iteration $i$) can be split and served by multiple clusters, the contiguous clustering problem to determine the minimum number of APs, can be optimally solved if we can construct a Hamiltonian cycle\(^1\) on a graph where the RRHs are the vertices (edges denote interfering RRHs). Such a cycle would give us the ordering in which the RRHs should be traversed to produce the optimal clustering. However, even determining the existence of a Hamiltonian cycle is NP-complete in general graphs. Hence, AmorFi constructs an alternate ordering by using a breadth-first search (BFS) traversal on the RRH graph, rooted at the RRH with the least degree.

Algorithm: AmorFi clusters (groups) RRHs, level by level as shown in Fig. 6 (numbers in vertices represent unicast traffic demand), starting with the root (vertex A). Note that, a BFS ordering does not ensure that RRHs in the same level are connected (for contiguous clustering purposes). Hence, when AmorFi encounters an RRH that is not connected to the current cluster, it skips the RRH and moves to the next RRH (that is connected) in the ordering, either in the same level if available or next level otherwise. The current cluster terminates when the next vertex’s (RRH’s) demand uses up the capacity(50 units)– as seen for cluster 1 where it starts with vertex A (20 units) and ends with vertex B (30 units) when 50 units are filled up. When it is not possible to add a vertex to the current cluster and completely cover its demand, AmorFi covers the vertex partially (i.e., satisfying some of its demand). This is shown for cluster 2 where it starts with vertex C (30 units), continues to cover vertex D (10 units) and ends with partially covering vertex E for 10 units (out of 40). Next, a new cluster is started from an un-covered RRH (at the current level) that has the lowest degree. The process continues until all RRHs are completely covered. It is possible for the demand at an RRH to be covered by multiple clusters (APs), e.g., for vertex E. This happens when the demand at the RRH is partially covered by a first cluster; the RRH remains un-covered, with its remaining demand being covered later by other cluster(s). The BFS traversal of the RRH graph has a time complexity of $O(|E|^2)$.

Sub-optimality: It is possible for a cluster’s capacity to be under-utilized at the edges of the RRH graph, when no other connected RRHs can use up the remaining capacity. This could result in more APs (than an optimal scheme) being required to support a given $\lambda$. However, by intelligently using BFS and skipping vertices that violate contiguity, as well as initializing a new cluster with a low-degree vertex, AmorFi keeps this sub-optimality low. Further, in a cluster, where there is remaining capacity, we distribute the remaining capacity among its member RRHs to increase the traffic satisfaction of that cluster. Hence, $\lambda_i^r \geq \lambda_i$, $\forall r$.

3.2.4 Channel Assignment (Step 3)

The traffic demand satisfied at each RRH $\lambda_i^r$ from the clustering process is feasible, only if there exists a conflict-free channel assignment. As the clusters are formed, AmorFi also maintains a cluster graph (i.e., a graph with clusters as vertices) along with its adjacency matrix $C_{uv}$. $C_{uv} = 1$ if (a) Cluster $u$ and Cluster $v$ cover a common RRH or (b) If one or more RRHs in Cluster $u$, are in the interference range of one or more of the RRHs from Cluster $v$. As the vertices are added to the cluster graph (as clusters are formed), AmorFi keeps track of the largest clique\(^2\) in the cluster graph. Note that finding the largest clique in a given graph (i.e., not iteratively tracked) is however a hard problem.

AmorFi employs the DSATUR [6] coloring algorithm for assigning channels on the cluster graph (any other coloring algorithm could be used as well). The general idea is to select the vertex (i.e., cluster) with the highest saturation degree (i.e., number of differently colored neighbors) and assign to it the least admissible color with $O(|V|^2)$ complexity.

Impact on $\lambda$: If the clique number of the cluster graph is greater than the number of colors (channels) $- |A_i| -$ one or more adjacent vertices (clusters) will be assigned the same color, decreasing the corresponding clusters’ $\lambda_i^r$. The number of orthogonal channels in 5 GHz (nine) is larger than typical clique sizes observed in our cluster graphs (two to six). Hence, while AmorFi can eliminate the reduction in $\lambda_i$ in 5 GHz, this may not be possible in 2.4 GHz, where there are only three channels. In this case, the coloring algorithm will assign the same channel to one or more adjacent clusters (say $n$) in a clique with size more than three, thereby reducing the per-cluster channel capacity for these clusters by a factor of $\frac{1}{n}$. Correspondingly, the $\lambda_i^r$ (from the clustering step) of all the RRHs in these adjacent clusters that shared the same channel, will be scaled by $\frac{1}{n}$. The minimum traffic satisfied across all the RRHs at the end of the feasible channel assignment step is given by $\lambda_i = \min_r (\lambda_i^r)$.

\(^1\) A path through all the vertices s.t. each vertex is traversed once.

\(^2\) sub-graph where vertices are connected to each other.
3.2.5 Determining Efficient Configurations

As we decrement $\lambda_i$ in each iteration (in Step 4), fewer APs would be required to satisfy it. This is because, with less traffic demand, the size of each cluster would increase as more RRHs can be served by a single AP. Ideally, to maximize $\lambda$, it would be sufficient to stop at an iteration, when the number of APs required just equals $|A|$ (input). However, channel assignment breaks this monotonic trend – while utilizing all APs would support the maximum traffic demand $\lambda_i$, it also increases the number of clusters and potentially the clique number, consequently incurring a large reduction to $\lambda_i$ during channel assignment (resulting in a final lower $\lambda_i$). Thus, it is important to search over the entire space of $\lambda$ (100 iterations with $\delta = 0.01$) to evaluate the relative impact of both the steps (clustering and channel assignment) and identify the best network configuration (Step 5).

Remarks: The total execution time of the algorithm depends on various factors like the number of RRHs, number of APs, and the value of $\delta$ considered. To get an estimate of the algorithm execution time, we measured the time taken to run our naive python implementation of the algorithm. We selected layouts of 50 popular venues across US [16], and calculated the ideal AP-deployment graph for each of the selected venues using the guidelines in [3]. For each of the AP-deployment graph, we considered the scenario where $|R| = |A|$, $\delta = 0.01$, $|K| = 9$ (No. of non-overlapping channels in 5 GHz), and a random distribution of the unicast traffic demand. We then measured the total execution time of our program on a desktop computer running Ubuntu 14.04 OS, and equipped with an Intel Xeon processor [29]. We verified that the total execution time in each case to be in the order of few seconds (average = 6.83 sec), which is significantly less than the epoch considered (in minutes). Furthermore, we would like to point out that a more optimal implementation of the algorithm using techniques like MapReduce [21] can reduce the execution time significantly. Additionally, AmorFi’s algorithms can be run in a distributed manner for different subsets of APs, in parallel. This will further enhance the execution efficiency of the algorithm. Thus, we believe that the computational overhead to determine the network configuration during each epoch is negligible.

3.3 Unifying Unicast and Broadcast traffic

Tradeoff: A characteristic of high-density venues is the co-existence of unicast and broadcast applications. The key challenge in addressing such heterogeneous applications is to account for their contrasting nature. If a user browses the Web (unicast traffic), she would increase the traffic demand at an RRH. However, if she subscribes to an already broadcasting video stream, she would pose no additional demand at the RRH. Optimizing for unicast requires an increase in the capacity at the RRH, favoring configurations with small clusters that enable higher spatial reuse in the network. In contrast, optimizing for broadcast requires expanding the coverage of already available capacity to include multiple RRHs, thereby favoring configurations with large clusters.

One way to address this is to optimize for unicast and broadcast traffic separately, e.g., by treating them as two individual problems. This would yield a solution where the APs would exclusively serve either unicast or broadcast traffic. In practice, a user requesting a broadcast stream while browsing the Web would have to be connected to two different APs (which is impractical), or suffer from poor performance in one of the applications. Thus, the key challenge is to identify a common network configuration that optimizes both the broadcast and unicast traffic jointly.

Problem Formulation: Given a separate traffic demand for unicast ($T_{r,u}$) and broadcast ($T_{r,b}$) traffic at an RRH, the ONC problem formulation remains the same except for the constraint on the unicast traffic satisfaction, which would get replaced by the following two constraints for broadcast and unicast respectively.

\[
(1a) \lambda_{r,b} = \min \{ 1, \sum_{i \in S(r)} \sum_{k=1}^{K} X_{ik} \gamma_i P_i \} \geq \lambda, \forall r \in R
\]

\[
(1b) \lambda_{r,u} = \min \{ 1, \sum_{i \in S(r)} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{X_{ik}(1-\gamma_i) P_i}{T_i} \} \geq \lambda, \forall r \in R
\]

Here, we desire the same fraction of traffic satisfaction for both broadcast ($\lambda_{r,b}$) and unicast ($\lambda_{r,u}$) traffic at an RRH. $\gamma_i$ is the output parameter that determines the amount of cluster (AP) capacity that is split between broadcast and unicast demands, and is responsible for the coupling between the heterogeneous demands.

Algorithm: Interestingly, our clustering algorithm is inherently equipped to address unicast and broadcast demand jointly, requiring only a minor tweak. Recall that AmorFi transforms the $\lambda$-maximization problem to an iterative minimization of the number of APs required to realize a given $\lambda$. Hence, at each iteration, it increases the size (coverage) of the clusters as much as possible, so as to minimize the number of APs employed. This transformation naturally lends itself to optimizing for broadcast traffic. Note that the most efficient use of a cluster’s (AP’s) capacity (say $\rho$) is to leverage the broadcast advantage and serve an equivalent amount ($\rho$) of broadcast traffic demand from as many RRHs as possible. Hence, given separate traffic demands for unicast ($T_{r,u}$) and broadcast ($T_{r,b}$) at an RRH and $\lambda_i$, AmorFi satisfies the broadcast demand ($\lambda_i T_{r,u}$) first, before satisfying the unicast demand ($\lambda_i T_{r,b}$) at the RRH. This allows AmorFi to leverage the broadcast traffic that is already

![Figure 7: Clustering procedure - 50% of Bcast traffic](image-url)
served by the cluster to also satisfy (completely or partially) the broadcast demand at the new un-clustered RRH being considered, thereby utilizing the cluster’s remaining capacity to accommodate additional unicast/broadcast traffic. In other words, whenever a new RRH, $\hat{r}$, is added to a cluster $c$, only its additional broadcast demand (if positive) not satisfied by the cluster’s existing broadcast traffic, i.e., $\lambda_{i} \cdot \left(T_{r,b} - \max_{c \in R(c)} \{T_{r,b}\} \right)$, would eat into the cluster’s remaining capacity as new traffic demand. Thus, the broadcast traffic satisfied by the cluster would increase to $\lambda_{i}T_{r,b}$. The unicast demand at the RRH is then handled as before.

Fig. 7 illustrates this algorithm where 50% of the total demand at each RRH is broadcast (B). The procedure starts at the root node (A) and cluster capacity is 50 units as before. When adding vertex B to cluster 1, the additional load from broadcast traffic is only 5 units since the cluster already serves 10 units of broadcast from vertex A. With vertices A and B in the cluster, 25 units of the capacity are used for unicast and 15 units for broadcast for a total of 40 units (leaving room for 10 units). Next, the cluster exhausts its capacity by completely covering the broadcast demand of vertex E (for additional $20 - 15 = 5$ units) and partially covering the unicast demand for 5 units. Cluster 2 initiates from vertex C and is formed similarly.

Remarks: AmorFi’s transformed optimization determines efficient network configurations that balance the coverage benefits of large clusters for broadcast and the reuse benefits of small clusters for unicast. If the traffic demand is biased towards a particular traffic type, AmorFi will automatically tailor the configurations to favor the dominant traffic. Further, AmorFi’s approach of delivering a given traffic demand using less radios, also makes it energy-efficient.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

Our system architecture is shown in Fig. 8. The APs are laptops with dual-band 802.11 a/b/g/n WiFi adapters. The main intelligence of AmorFi resides in the central controller, which is a PC that collects AP reports and executes our algorithms. It then instructs the APs to apply the channel assignment decisions and configures the switching unit to effect the AP-RRH mappings. The mappings are realized in the optical domain where a programmable switching unit (i.e., an optical splitter) maps each AP to zero or more RRHs, allowing a mix of one-to-one and one-to-many configurations. Since the switching is entirely in the optical domain, the switching latency does not incur any excessive overhead. Modern optical switches have switching latencies of a few tens of nanoseconds. We have four APs and four RRHs due to limited number of ports on our optical switch. The RF-to-optical units (RFOUs) are transceivers that convert the RF signal to optical for the downlink, and vice-versa for the uplink. We remove the external antenna of an AP and attach it to the RFOU to provide the RF source at the AP side. On the RRH side, RFOUs transmit/receive RF signals providing wireless access to clients. The RRHs in our testbed have built-in power modulator which provides a constant TX power of $\approx 17dBm$ irrespective of the input optical signal quality. Currently, our RRHs can be fitted with only one RF antenna, restricting us to have SISO experiments. However, we also create a proof-of-concept MIMO deployment as detailed in Section 5. The front-haul is based on Radio-over-fiber (RoF), where an optical signal is modulated based on the input radio signal, and transmitted over Fiber Optic Cable (We used a single mode fiber with 1550 nm wavelength in our testbed). Optical multiplexing helps us carry multiple optical signals (corresponding to multiple RF signals) on the same fiber using different wavelength, allowing RRHs to provide simultaneous service from multiple APs (on different WiFi channels). With fiber latency around $4 \text{ usec/km}$, RoF retains the signal synchronization across RRHs, as well as the timing constraints between uplink and downlink signals. The RoF latency when compared to the minimum DIFS duration in 802.11 (34 $\mu$sec, and 50 $\mu$sec in 5 GHz, and 2.4 GHz band respectively) is almost negligible, allowing APs to carrier sense at the RRHs without any significant delay. Apart from RoF’s simplicity, it also has low signal attenuation over long distances when deployed in large venues. Note that a C-RAN-based WLAN can be realized based on technologies other than RoF, e.g., CPRI. AmorFi is compatible with such architectures as well since it does not rely on RoF being available.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

5.1 Prototype Evaluation

We first evaluate AmorFi with only unicast traffic and later conduct experiments to include broadcast traffic as well. Our RRHs have interference relationships as in Fig. 9, where an edge indicates that the two RRHs over hear each other.

Baselines: We compare AmorFi against two baselines: (a) Traditional WLAN, with no load balancing (Tr_no_LB) - agnostic to AP load, where the clients associate to the AP with the strongest signal and (b) Traditional WLAN with load balancing (Tr_LB) - distributes the clients evenly among all APs that can potentially serve the clients (possibly with weaker signal), to avoid unfair load distribution among APs. We implement these baselines by static one-to-one config-
Figure 9: Scenario I: AmorFi’s AP-to-RRH configuration

Figure 10: AmorFi Vs. baselines during traffic surge.

Figure 11: Scenario II: AmorFi’s AP-to-RRH configuration

throughput between the APs and RRHs (AP1 to RRH1, AP2 to RRH2 and so on). We conduct our experiments at night without any external interference in the 5 GHz band. Each AP is assigned an orthogonal 20 MHz channel. We represent these channels as Ch1, Ch2, Ch3 and Ch4.

We used iperf to measure the maximum per-AP throughput for UDP and TCP to be ~58 Mbps and ~49 Mbps, respectively with 64-QAM (one spatial stream, 800 ns. guard interval and 65 Mbps bit rate). The total UDP and TCP network capacity with four APs is thus ~232 Mbps and ~198 Mbps, respectively. We used eight Wi-Fi clients and set the traffic demand of each client to $\frac{\text{Network capacity}}{\lambda}$, meaning that an AP can only satisfy the traffic demands of two clients.

**Scenario I: Handling Traffic Surge**: We first test the case when traffic demand gradually increases due to new clients arriving over five time intervals (T1-T5), each interval lasting 20 seconds. The initial AmorFi mapping is similar to the baselines where each AP is mapped to a separate RRH. Fig. 9 shows how this configuration evolves to accommodate the increase in load at the end of a subset of the intervals. In Fig. 10, we show the traffic satisfaction metric ($\lambda = 1$ is represented as 100%) and the TCP throughput for the three schemes. UDP results are similar and thus omitted. Initially, all schemes satisfy 100% of the demand since each AP serves at most two users. During T2, one user moves from RRH3 to RRH4 as in Fig. 9b. Without load balancing, traditional WLAN connects this user to AP4 (mapped to RRH4), overloading the AP since it ends up serving three users. With load balancing, the same user associates to AP3 (via RRH3), avoiding overload at the expense of reduced throughput due to lower SNR. With the ability to map multiple APs to an RRH, AmorFi re-maps AP3 (from RRH3) to RRH4 in addition to AP4 (see Fig. 9b). AmorFi also balances the load at RRH4 between AP3 and AP4, avoiding overload without the SNR penalty for the new user. Such ability to re-purpose the capacity of under-utilized APs on the fly is unique to a C-RAN-based deployment and is one of the key features enabled by AmorFi.

In subsequent intervals (T3, T4), as new clients join, the baseline schemes have lower traffic satisfaction with load balancing being slightly better (66% vs 61%). The final time interval T5 shows the case when all eight users congregate at RRH4. AmorFi maps all four APs to RRH4 on different channels (Fig. 9c), distributing the clients evenly and efficiently utilizing the capacity. This helps AmorFi completely satisfy the demand while the baseline schemes satisfy 38% (with load balancing) and 25% (no load balancing) of the demand. The higher traffic satisfaction with AmorFi also reflects on aggregate throughput, where it delivers more than twice the throughput of baseline schemes as seen in Fig. 10b.

**Scenario II: Handling Traffic Migration**: We now test the case when the traffic demand is constant, but shifts across the network due to user mobility. The configurations of AmorFi and the comparisons with baseline schemes are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. We demonstrate AmorFi’s ability to move capacity end-to-end in a network to address the spatial movement of traffic demand. During T1, eight users are concentrated at RRH1 and AmorFi maps all four APs to RRH1. During T2 through T4, users in groups of four move towards RRH4 as seen in Fig. 11, and all users end up at RRH4 during T5. While the baseline schemes achieve traffic satisfaction of only 60% and 51% in the best case (T2-T4), and only 36% and 25%, respectively in the worst case (T1 and T5), AmorFi always maintains 100% traffic satisfaction by distributing the demand evenly between the APs, which also increases the aggregate network throughput (Fig 12b).

**Scenario III: Network-level Video Broadcast with Background Unicast Traffic**: Broadcasting videos over WiFi is becoming increasingly popular in high-density venues. Accommodating such high-bandwidth broadcast applications is challenging since any increase in the unicast traffic demand will invariably affect the quality of the broadcast video. We conduct an experiment where we measure the video quality of broadcast videos while varying the background (unicast) traffic. We use three 8 Mbps video streams as broadcast traffic (delivered by VLC). The total broadcast traffic constitutes about 40% of the channel capacity of an AP. We modified the original WiFi driver to transmit broadcast MAC frames at higher bit rates (the stock driver allows only basic rates).
We fix the MCS of all the APs to 64-QAM and keep the clients in close proximity to the RRHs.

**Experiment:** The experiment spans four one minute long time intervals (T1-T4). Fig 13 shows the initial user distribution during T1. Users subscribing to broadcast traffic at each RRH, are collectively represented by one user with a box around it. To serve the broadcast demand, the baseline schemes require all four APs (and four channels) to broadcast the same videos at cell level. Owing to its network-wide broadcast capability, AmorFi requires only one AP (and one channel) mapped to all four RRHs to deliver broadcast videos to all subscribers (see Fig. 13a). Starting with T2, unicast users (each with traffic demand of 20 Mbps) gradually join the network at RRH4. As the unicast traffic demand increases, video quality with baseline schemes suffer significantly as indicated by the drop in PSNR (in Fig. 14) of the videos received by a user at RRH4. On the other hand, AmorFi maps additional APs (on channels 2 and 3) to RRH4 and utilizes them to serve the unicast users. This allows the AP on channel 1 to continue serving the broadcast traffic over four RRHs (Fig. 13b), yielding a much better video than the baseline schemes.

### 5.2 Mobility Support in AmorFi

Even though we do not explicitly optimize for mobility, one-to-many configurations (large cells) in AmorFi aids in reducing the disruptions due to handoffs for mobile users. We verify this by moving a user between two RRHs connected to the same AP (creating a large virtual cell). We compare the TCP throughput to a traditional WLAN where the two RRHs are mapped to two different APs, requiring the user to handoff from one AP to the other. As seen in Fig. 15, AmorFi results in a much more graceful transition as the user leaves the first RRH and enters the coverage of the second RRH.

### 5.3 Realizing MIMO in AmorFi

MIMO configurations can be realized just as easily as SISO using RRHs with multiple antennas. We enable 2x2 MIMO in our testbed by placing two RRHs next to each other to emulate a “super RRH” with two antennas. Using the four RRHs, we thus have two super RRHs in two locations. Each antenna port of a MIMO AP (each corresponding to a spatial stream) is split (optically) and fed to one of the RRHs in each super RRH location. This creates a MIMO system with transmit diversity since a spatial stream
is served by two RRHs at different locations. We place a user
in between our super RRHs and compare its TCP throughput
to a case where it is placed in close proximity to a MIMO AP
(i.e., no C-RAN involved). As seen in Fig.16, the through-
puts are highly similar suggesting that our testbed success-
fully emulates MIMO transmissions in AmorFi.

5.4 Large Scale Simulations

To evaluate AmorFi in larger deployments, we consider
the layout of 50 popular venues across the US [16]. Due
to lack of any publicly available data (to the best of our
knowledge) on the WLANs in these venues, we followed
the guidelines in [3] to build the best possible representation
of the ideal AP deployment in each venue. For each of the
50 venues, we created WLANs that represent low, medium,
and high AP density for a total of 150 deployments.

The peak hour traffic demand is estimated to be equal to
the total capacity of a deployment, calculated as the product
of the number of APs \(|A|\), and channel capacity \(P\). We
consider three different load distributions: (a) 60-40: 60% of
the total traffic demand is randomly distributed across 40%
of the RRHs, (b) 70-30 and (c) 80-20. We measure the traffic
satisfaction metric (\(\lambda\)), using a custom simulator when (a)
number of APs = 25% of RRHs (b) number of APs = 50%
of RRHs (c) number of APs = 100% of RRHs. To have
a fair comparison, especially for the first two cases when
the number of APs are fewer than the number of RRHs, we
create a new baseline scheme that also has C-RAN front-
haul capability albeit with simpler clustering than AmorFi.

Baseline: The baseline decides on the AP-to-RRH mapping
by spatially partitioning adjacent RRHs into clusters,
such that the number of clusters formed is equal to the num-
ber of APs. The number of RRHs per cluster is given by
\[ \frac{\# \text{ of } \text{RRHs}}{\# \text{ of } \text{APs}} \cdot \] When the number of APs are equal to the num-
ber of RRHs, it converges to a traditional WLAN, where
each AP is mapped to a separate RRH.

5.4.1 Results

In the interest of space, we only discuss the results when
the number of APs is 50% of the number of RRHs. However,
our observations and conclusions remain the same for other
cases.

Fig 17a, 17b, 17c show the CDF of the traffic satisfaction
ratio for different load distributions, considering only unicast
traffic. AmorFi-2.4 represents AmorFi in 2.4 GHz (three or-
thogonal channels) and AmorFi-5 represents AmorFi in 5
GHz (nine channels). We see that AmorFi-2.4 and AmorFi-
5 increase the median traffic satisfaction (by 33 percentage
points and 75 percentage points, respectively) when aver-
aged over the three load distribution cases. AmorFi performs
worse in the 2.4 GHz band due to fewer channels than the 5
GHz band. Thus, when our clustering algorithm reveals a
cluster graph with a large clique size (e.g., five), the reduc-
tion in \(\lambda\) in the channel assignment stage is correspondingly
higher (since some neighbor clusters are assigned the same
channel). In 2.4 GHz, we observe that the configuration with
the maximum \(\lambda\) is usually the one with smaller clique sizes,
utilizing a smaller fraction of the available APs compared to
the 5 GHz band. 5 GHz band allows more APs to be used in
highly-loaded areas (i.e., larger cliques) without significant
coop-channel assignment penalty.

We also observe that a given scheme performs worse for
higher skew in load distribution (e.g., with 80-20 case). With
such high skew, few RRHs have very high load requiring
many APs mapped to them. However, the number of chan-
nels restrict how many APs can be effectively mapped to
an RRH making it more difficult to support the demand in
highly skewed regimes. Nevertheless, we observe that AmorFi
provides 80% median traffic satisfaction even with the 80-20
case owing to its efficient clustering algorithm. Interestingly,
we observe that the baseline scheme performs the same in
both bands. Upon closer inspection, we find that the spatial
division of RRHs into clusters creates a cluster graph for the
baseline where the clique size is at most three. Thus, the
baseline cannot take advantage of the additional number of
channels available in the 5 GHz band.

Finally, Fig. 17d shows traffic satisfaction ratio (for 80-20
load distribution), when broadcast traffic comprises 50% and
80% of the demand at each RRH. We see that the baseline
scheme performs similarly in both cases. This is because
the static partitioning of RRHs into clusters is agnostic to
the traffic distribution within each cluster. Since AmorFi ex-
plainly accounts for broadcast and unicast traffic demands
and has the front-haul support for mixed configurations, it
provides a traffic satisfaction of more than 90% while the
baseline provides only about 25%.

5.5 Case Study: IEEE Globecom

Finally, we test AmorFi using NS3 simulator, based on
the attendance data of a real event – IEEE Globecom 2003,
which was held at the Marriott hotel in San Francisco with
1447 people attending the event [26, 33]. We consider the
conference events on 2nd and 3rd of December, when the
conference scheduled multiple technical presentations be-
tween 9AM-12PM and 2PM-5PM. There was also a lun-
cheon on 2nd between 12PM-2PM, and a banquet on 3rd
between 6PM-9PM. Technical presentations were held in
rooms which was 77 sq. meters, and the social events was in
a balcony which was 3681 sq. meters. Based on this data,
we deduced the AP interference graph using [3]. To make
the results relevant to the present day, we assume all the APs
and clients to implement the 802.11n WiFi standard, and
thus emulate modern WiFi network. With traditional WLAN,
the APs at the balcony would be under-used during technical
presentations, while the APs in the technical presentation
rooms would remain idle during the social events. Assuming
the attendees to be equally distributed in each event, we cal-
culate the best throughput each user can get using the NS3
simulator based on the AP locations and the seating arrange-
ments [33]. This throughput estimate is then input as traffic
demand to AmorFi. Fig 18 plots the CDF of per-user TCP
throughput using the traditional WLAN (with load balanc-
ing -Tr_LB) and AmorFi, when 50% of attendees accessed
the network. We see that AmorFi clearly outperforms tra-
ditional WLAN by providing more than 2x median through-
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Figure 17: CDF of Traffic satisfaction - No. of APs = 50% RRHs
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Figure 18: Simulated per-user throughput in Globecom 2003

6. RELATED WORK

Traditional WLANs: Supporting WLAN traffic demand is a problem that has been extensively studied both in academia and industry (e.g., [47, 48, 5, 7, 4, 15, 2, 34]). The proposed solutions mainly incorporate improved channel management and load balancing, which are some of the functionalities that we also implement in AmorFi. However, our objective is not to come up with a better channel assignment or load balancing method (AmorFi can incorporate existing procedures). Instead, AmorFi proposes a novel architecture for WLANs and addresses unique challenges to take full advantage of this architecture. Specifically, real-time adaptation of capacity to efficiently support unicast and broadcast traffic, has not been addressed by any of these prior studies.

RoF in WLANs: Although some studies (e.g., [11, 43, 22, 12]) do talk about the feasibility and challenges of delivering WiFi services using RoF, they do not offer any concrete solution to our problem of catering to dynamic unicast and broadcast traffic demands.

SDN in WLANs: Studies such as [41, 50] propose a SDN-based WLAN architecture by decoupling control plane functions (power control, channel allocation, handoff etc.) from the data plane. However, since the decoupling is not at the physical layer, these architectures lack some of the key benefits that come with our C-RAN-based architecture, e.g., the ability to add/remove capacity in real time and the support for network-wide broadcast.

Software-programmable C-RAN in cellular: The idea of employing re-configurable front-haul was first discussed in [31]. Subsequently in [46], the authors leveraged the re-configurable front-haul to conserve resource (BPU) usage in the processing cluster. We feel that this is the work most similar to ours in principle. However, the problem and the eventual solution discussed in [46] is specific to cellular and cannot be directly applied to WLANs due to vast technical differences between the two domains. Further, the particular optimization problem is different and thus is not applicable.

Reconfigurable networks in datacenter: Lastly, the ability to dynamically reconfigure a network, based on the input traffic demand has been explored in [32, 28]. However, these works do not consider 802.11 WLANs.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we propose AmorFi — a first-of-its-kind system that dynamically provisions WLAN capacity to handle spatiotemporal traffic changes. AmorFi’s architecture empowers WLANs with the ability to support network-level broadcast in its true sense, thereby eliminating AP contention when delivering broadcast content. We evaluate AmorFi on a C-RAN testbed using detailed experimentation and large scale simulations. We show that AmorFi significantly outperforms traditional WLAN schemes owing to its software-defined access capability.
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